GERM AWAY
FOAMING GERMICIDAL CLEANER

DESCRIPTION

GERM AWAY is an EPA registered and USDA authorized foam disinfecting and germicide. This water based foam aerosol combines butyl cleaners, surfactants and emulsifiers with a quaternary germicide to give heavy duty cleaning of all surfaces. Safe for use on all bathroom surfaces. Will not harm chrome or metal surfaces. Kills Staphylococcus aureus, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Salmonella enterica, Herpes simplex types 1 and 2; controls mold, mildew and fungus.

APPLICATIONS

Excellent for use on tile, chrome, plastic, wood, porcelain, formica and metal surfaces. Areas of use include bathrooms, bathtubs, floors, hospitals, nursing homes, shower stalls, mortuaries, medical facilities and locker rooms.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Kills germs while cleaning away dirt, grease, soap scum and oil
- Deodorizes and disinfects to eliminate malodors at the source
- Kills MRSA and Influenza A H1N1 on treated surfaces

SPECIFICATIONS

FORM: Water-Based Aerosol Foam
ODOR: Moderate Ammonia Citrus
COLOR: White
DERTERGENCY: Strong
TOXICITY: 20 ppm ACGIH TLV
WETTING ABILITY: Saturates
STORAGE STABILITY: 1 Year +
COLD STABILITY: 32°F
PHOSPHATES: None
FLASH POINT: None
SOLUBILITY IN WATER: 100%
SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 1.00
% VOLATILE BY VOLUME: 16%
pH: 12.3
PROPELLANT: Hydrocarbon
EVAPORATION RATE: Slow
BIODEGRADABILITY: Yes

LABEL INFORMATION

This product has been designed specifically for Homes, Nursing Homes, Hospitals, Institutions, Offices, Schools, Motels and Hotels. When used as directed, this product is formulated to disinfect inanimate hard surfaces (such as walls, sink tops, tables, chairs, telephones, bathrooms, shower stalls, bathtubs, hampers, cabinets and beds spring). In addition, this product deodorizes those areas which generally are hard to keep fresh smelling (such as walls, sink tops, tables, chairs, telephones, bathrooms, shower stalls, bathtubs, hampers, cabinets and beds spring). This product is a versatile disinfectant and virucide for veterinarian and animal care applications when used as directed below. This product will not leave grit or soap scum. For heavily soiled areas, remove gross soil before treatment. For animal quarters and kennels, veterinary clinics, animal life science laboratories, pet shops, kennels, breeding and grooming establishments, and all places where odors may be a problem. This product deodorizes those areas which generally are hard to keep fresh smelling (such as walls, sink tops, tables, chairs, telephones, bathrooms, shower stalls, bathtubs, hampers, cabinets and beds spring). This product is a versatile disinfectant and virucide for veterinarian and animal care applications when used as directed below. This product will not leave grit or soap scum.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

Do not puncture or incinerate!
If partly filled:
If empty: Place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If partly filled: Call your local solid waste agency or 1-800-CLEANUP for disposal instructions.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

DISINFECTING, DEODORIZING AND CLEANING: This product is not to be used as a terminal stain/germ level disinfectant on any surface or in plastic that is (1) is introduced directly into the human body, either in or in contact with the bloodstream or normally sterile areas of the body, or (2) contacts intact mucous membranes but which does not penetrate the blood barrier or otherwise enter normally sterile areas of the body. This product may be used to pre-clean or decontaminate critical or semi-critical medical devices prior to sterilization or high level disinfection. Surfaces which come into contact with food must be rinsed and potable water after disinfection. Do not use this product to disinfect or clean dishes, glassware or eating utensils. To disinfect hard non-porous surfaces (such as glazed bathroom tiles, walls, fixtures, shower stalls, sinks, bathtubs, hampers, tables, chairs, HVAC catchpans and air conditioning evaporator coils), proceed as indicated below: (1) Shake can before using. (2) Hold as to eight inches from surface to be treated. (3) Spray area until it is covered with a white foam. Allow foam to penetrate and remain wet for 10 minutes. No scrubbing necessary. (4) Wipe off with a clean cloth, mop, or sponge. This product will not leave grit or soap scum.
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GERM AWAY

This product controls mold, mildew and the reversion of infectious waste disposal. Disposal of Infectious Materials: Blood and other body fluids should be autoclaved and disposed of according to federal, state, and local regulations for infectious waste disposal.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

HAZARDS TO HUMANS & DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION: Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with eyes, skin or clothing. Harmful if swallowed or absorbed through skin. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking or using tobacco.

PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS

Contents under pressure. Do not use or store near heat or open flame. Exposure to temperatures above 120°F may cause bursting. Never throw container into fire or incinerator.

FIRST AID

If swallowed: Call poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by the poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.
If in eyes: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.
If on skin or clothing: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.
If inhaled: Remove person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably by mouth-to-mouth, if possible. Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice. Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment.

INGREDIENTS (CAS#):

HMIS Ratings: Health 1, Flammability 0, Reactivity 1, Personal A. Made in USA.